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An overview of the latest CMS results from searches for a Standard Model Higgs boson decaying
to fermions is presented. The dataset used corresponds to anintegrated luminosity of approxi-
mately 5 fb−1 at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV and 20 fb−1 at 8 TeV. The main accessible
Higgs boson fermionic decay modes with the current dataset at LHC areH → ττ andH → bb̄.
In the case of the Standard Model Higgs boson decaying to a taupair an excess of data over the
background-only hypothesis with a significance of 3.2 standard deviations is observed, while an
excess with a significance of 2.1 standard deviations is observed forbb̄ decays. The combination
of both searches results in strong evidence for the direct coupling of the 125 GeV Higgs boson
to down-type fermions, with an observed significance of 3.8 standard deviations. Searches for
these decay modes when the Higgs boson is produced in association with top quarks are pre-
sented separately. Searches for the Higgs boson decaying toa pair of muons or electrons are also
presented.
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Higgs boson fermionic searches with CMS Jesús Vizán (on behalf of the CMS Collaboration)

1. Introduction

The discovery of the mechanism for electroweak symmetry breaking constitutes one of the
main scientific goals of the LHC. In the standard model (SM), this symmetry breaking is achieved
via the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism, leading to the prediction of a single observable particle
referred to as the Higgs boson. In Summer of 2012 a new particle was observed by the CMS and
ATLAS experiments with a mass of approximately 125 GeV [1, 2, 3]. To date, the measurements
of the properties of this particle are compatible with the SM expectations in terms production rates,
decay rates, and spin-parity quantum numbers [4, 5, 6], and significant signals have been reported
in the bosonic decay channelsH → γγ, H → WW, andH → ZZ. Establishing that the 125 GeV
boson decays also to fermions is essential for identifying this particle as the SM Higgs boson.

The predominant decay modes of the SM Higgs boson atmH = 125 GeV areH → ττ and
H → bb̄, and represent the best opportunity at LHC to observe directly the SM Higgs boson de-
cay to down-type fermions. The searches for those decays have beenperformed and combined at
CMS [7] using the full available 2011 and 2012 datasets, at 7 and 8 TeV, respectively. In addition,
also a search for the more challengingH → µµ channel, presenting a much smaller branching
ratio, has been performed. The various searches make use of the main SMHiggs boson production
modes at LHC; gluon-gluon fusion, vector-boson fusion (VBF), and associated production with a
W or Z boson, or att̄ pair. Thett̄H production mode is of particular interest as it represents the
only opportunity to directly prove thett̄H vertex at LHC without making assumptions on contribu-
tions beyond the SM. The fermionicH → ττ, and especially theH → bb̄ decays contribute to the
sensitivity to this production mode, and are included in the combined search for tt̄H at CMS.

2. Higgs boson produced in association with a top quark pair

2.1 tt̄H, H → bb̄ and H → ττ

The fermionic decaysH → bb̄ and theH → ττ, when both taus decay hadronically are con-
sidered in the study of thett̄H production [8]. The events are classified according to the decay
of the associated top quarks as lepton+jet or dilepton events in theH → bb̄ case, while only lep-
ton+jet events are considered forH → ττ. The top-quark pair production with additional jets is
the main background of this search. Events are further categorized based on the number of re-
constructed jets and b-tagged jets to increase the sensitivity of the analysis.Multivariate analysis
techniques are used to discriminate between signal and background. No significant excess in the
data is observed after a simultaneous fit of the multivariate output distribution inall the categories
is performed, and 95% confidence level (CL) upper limits are set on the possible presence of a SM
signal. The observed (expected) limit formH = 125 GeV at

√
s= 8 TeV is 5.2 (4.1) times the SM

prediction.

2.2 tt̄H combination

The mentioned fermionic ttH searches from the previous section are combinedwith other
searches in this production mode withH → γγ [9] and H → multileptons [10]. The combined
observed upper limit on the signal strength parameter,µ = σ/σSM, is 4.3 for a mass ofmH =
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Figure 1: Left: The observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the signal strength parameter (left).
Right: The best-fit values of the signal strength. The results are shown for the different channels and for the
combined ttH search formH = 125.7 GeV.

125.7 GeV, while the expected limit is 1.8. The signal strength is 2.5+1.0
−1.1. These results are shown

in Figure 1 for the different considered channels and for the combination.

3. Higgs boson decays to bb̄

3.1 VH, H → bb̄

The dominant decay mode of the Higgs boson atmH = 125 GeV isH → bb̄, with a branching
fraction of≈ 58% [11]. The irreducible background from QCD production ofbb̄ pairs is over-
whelming for the main gluon-gluon fusion production mode. A search forH → bb̄ is performed
however in events where the Higgs boson is produced in association with aW or aZ boson, as the
presence of a vector boson in the final state results in a large reduction ofthe QCD background.
This CMS search uses the available 5.1fb−1 of 7 TeV data and 18.9fb−1 of 8 TeV data [12]. The
analysis is split in the following six categories based on the decay mode of the vector boson:
W(µν)H, W(eν)H, W(τν)H, Z(µµ)H, Z(ee)H, andZ(νν)H. The main backgrounds arise from
production of vector bosons in association with jets, single top,tt̄, diboson, and QCD multijet
processes. A multivariate discriminator based on boosted decision trees is used to distinguish the
signal from the different backgrounds. Upper limits on theVH production cross section times the
H → bb̄ branching fraction are extracted from a fit to the shape of the multivariate output. A broad
excess of events is seen for the considered mass range 110− 135 GeV. The excess has a local
significance of 2.1 standard deviations atmH = 125 GeV, with a best fit of the signal strength of
1.0±0.5. These results are shown in Figure 2.

3.2 VBF H → bb̄

A search forH → bb̄ with VBF production is performed using≈ 19 fb−1 of 8 TeV CMS
data [13]. The signal extraction is derived from fits to the invariant mass distribution of the re-
constructedbb̄ pair. To improve the mass resolution a neural network regression technique is
employed. The sensitivity of the analysis is improved by classifying the eventsbased on a neural
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Figure 2: Left: The observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the signal strength parameter (left).
Right: Local p-value and significance in number of standard deviations as a function of the SM Higgs boson
mass hypothesis. The results are shown for theVH, H → bb̄ search.

network trained to separate signal events from background ones, without making use of kinematic
information of the two b-tagged jets. AtmH = 125 GeV the expected upper 95% CL limit on the
signal strength is 3.0, while the observed limit is 3.6. The fitted signal strength is 0.7±1.4.

4. Higgs boson decays to ττ

A CMS search forH → ττ is performed using the full available dataset of 4.9 fb−1 at
√

s=
7 TeV and 19.7 fb−1 at

√
s= 8 TeV [14]. The main production modes for this search are gluon-

gluon fusion and VBF. All the sixτ-pair final states,µτh, eτh, τhτh, eµ, µµ, andeeare considered.
Events are categorized based on the number of reconstructed jets. The one-jet category is mainly
sensitive to the gluon-gluon fusion production mode, while the two-jet category enhances the VBF
production mode. The VH production mode is also targeted by requiring one or two additional
electrons or muons compatible withW or Z boson decays. Eight additional channels are considered
in this case, based on the decay products of theW or Z boson, and of theτ-pair.

The signal is extracted from the distribution of the invariant mass of theτ-lepton pair for most
of the channels. This variable is computed using a likelihood-based method which takes as inputs
kinematic variables related to the visible decay products and the missing transverse energy. This
allows to achieve a better separation between theH → ττ signal and theZ → ττ background. An
excess of events over the background-only hypothesis is observed with a local significance of 3.2
standard deviations atmH = 125 GeV, while the expected significance is 3.7 standard deviations.
The best-fit value for the signal strength is 0.78± 0.27 times the SM prediction. These results,
presented in Figure 3, constitute evidence for the coupling of the 125 GeV Higgs boson and theτ
lepton.
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Figure 3: Left: Local p-value and significance in number of standard deviations as a function of the SM
Higgs boson mass hypothesis. Right: The best-fit values of the signal strength formH = 125GeV. The
results are shown for theH → ττ search.

Channel Significance (σ ) Best-fit
(mH = 125 GeV) Expected Observed µ

VH → bb̄ 2.3 2.1 1.0±0.5
H → ττ 3.7 3.2 0.78±0.27

Combined 4.4 3.8 0.83±0.24

Table 1: Significance and best-fit value for theH → bb̄ andH → ττ searches and their combination.

5. H → bb̄ and H → ττ combination

The searches forH → bb̄ for vector-boson associated production, andH → ττ presented in
Sections 3.1 and 4 are combined [15]. This combination results in strong evidence for the direct
coupling of the 125 GeV Higgs boson to down-type fermions, with an observed (expected) signifi-
cance of 3.8 (4.4) standard deviations. The main results of the search aresummarized in Table 1.

6. Higgs boson decays to µµ and ee

A CMS search forH → µµ is performed with at total luminosity of 5.0 fb−1 at
√

s= 7 TeV and
19.7 fb−1 at

√
s= 8 TeV [16]. In the SM the decayH → µµ presents a vary small branching ratio

of 2.2×10−4 at mH = 125 GeV. However the search takes advantage of the clean signature in the
detector and the excellent dimuon invariant mass resolution. Events are categorized based on the
number or reconstructed jets attempting to separate the gluon-gluon fusion and VBF production
components. The signal is extracted by means of a fit to themµµ distribution using signal and
background shapes. Upper limits on the cross section times theH → µµ branching ratio are set.
The observed (expected) limit is found to be 7.4 (5.1) times the SM prediction.

A similar search for the SM Higgs boson in the rare decay modeee is also performed. No
excess of events over the background prediction is seen, and an upper limit of 0.038 pb is set on
the cross-section times branching ratio formH = 125 GeV at

√
s= 8 TeV.
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7. Summary

Searches for a Standard Model Higgs boson decaying to fermions havebeen performed in
CMS for different channels, includingbb̄, ττ, andµµ. Upper limits on the cross section times
the branching ratio are set for the different decay modes at the 95% confidence level. Excesses in
thebb̄ andττ modes are seen with significances of 2.1 and 3.2 standard deviations, respectively.
The significance of the excess for the combined search is 3.8 standard deviations. This represents
strong evidence for the direct coupling of the 125 GeV Higgs boson to down-type fermions.
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